ANCIENT ARCHITECTURE DISCUSSION GROUP
Hilary Term, 2018
Fridays at 4 pm, Garden Building Lower Lecture Room
Lincoln College, Turl Street, Oxford, OX1 3DR

1st Week (January 19th)
Blagovesta Atanassova (Oxford)
Tomb or Temple-tomb? Re-examining the Thracian Funerary Monument Ostrusha (4th Century BCE)

2nd Week (January 26th)
Eleonora Zampieri (Leicester)
’A monumental conflict. An architectural perspective on the rivalry between Julius Caesar and Pompey the Great’

3rd Week (February 2nd)
Anne Hultzsch (UCL)
Jacob Burckhardt’s Cicerone and 19th-century Perceptions of the Ancient

4th Week (February 9th)
James Andrews (Independent researcher)
Carlo Bonucci and the excavation of the Casa d’Argo at Herculaneum: re-assessing the role of the upper floor in the Roman house

5th Week (February 16th)
Edward Peyeler (Oxford)
The Significance of the Ordinary – considering building materials and new architectures in Roman Oxfordshire.

6th Week (February 23rd)
Jari Pakkanen (Royal Holloway)
Digital tools for documenting architecture in three dimensions

7th Week (March 2nd)
Emilie Hayter (UCL)
TBD

8th Week (March 9th)
Jean Vanden Broeck-Parant (Université Libre de Bruxelles/Oxford)
Epigraphy in Context: How did ancient Greek associations display their inscriptions?

~ Wine reception to follow discussion ~
Organisers: Katherine Halcrow, Alice Poletto, Konogan Beaufay, Evan Proudfoot
konogan.beaufay@lincoln.ox.ac.uk | evan.proudfoot@lincoln.ox.ac.uk